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Dear readers,

2020: what a turbulent year it’s been – not least due to the challenges posed by the coronavirus 
pandemic. On top of that, the recent decisions on phasing out coal will place demands on us in 
the future, with legislation having been passed to take Germany’s last coal-fired power plant off the 
grid by 2038 at the latest. In the meantime, we’ll be developing alternative sources of high-quality 
construction additives and blasting abrasives in order to ensure optimum supplies to our customers 
in the long term. Find out more about this from page 6 onwards.

Icelandic lava sand, for example, which we are marketing together with our partner LavaConcept 
Iceland ehf., is a powerful replacement for coal slag. It is suitable for versatile use as a blasting 
abrasive and will replace our established product ASILIKOS for the coming decades.  
Starting on page 12, this issue provides more information about this sustainable raw material.

Fly ash supplies, too, will remain secure for a long time to come: We are currently in 
negotiations with Turkish partners to market the fly ash from our hard coal fired power plant 
in Iskenderun. The first deliveries have already been shipped – much to the satisfaction of our 
customers. Read the latest on this from page 14 onwards.

We’ve also succeeded in optimizing the import of fly ash from Opole in Poland: STEAG Power 
Minerals for example successfully mastered the direct transfer of fly ash from railroad wagons to 
trucks. More on this starting on page 18.

Despite the situation remaining tense, we wish you a pleasurable read with this issue of SEGMENT! 
Enjoy a quiet end to the year and stay healthy!

Kind regards,

Andreas Hugot     Stephan Altendeitering

The directors of STEAG Power Minerals GmbH
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Renewable energies are key to the climate-friendly supply of power 
and heat – national and international. Especially in the wake of the coal 
phase-out, power generation from wind power is an important and 
growing part of STEAG's energy business.

You can find an online
version of this issue at
https://bit.ly/2A5kCCK or
use this QR code to access
the online version.
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The Act on the Termination of Power Generation from Coal 

Ready for the  
energy transition

No later than 2038, the last coal-fired power plant
in Germany is scheduled to go off line – a resolution
that was finally adopted in the summer of 2020.
STEAG Power Minerals has been preparing consist-
ently and with anticipation for the changes in the
energy sector for several years now.

An era is drawing to a close: After long negotiations, a binding roadmap for the phase-out of coal- 
fired power generation in Germany was agreed in summer 2020. The German Act on the Termina-
tion of Power Generation from Coal (KVBG), which came into force on August 14, 2020, now pro-
vides the players in the energy sector with the action plan for the coming years. The law is intended 
to make a significant contribution to achieving the national and European climate targets, which 
in turn are part of the Paris Climate Agreement, which was adopted by almost all countries in the 
world at the UN Climate Change Conference in France at the end of 2015. Specifically, the EU had 
committed itself in the Paris Agreement to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions by 40 percent by 
2030 compared to 1990 levels. ►►►
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Coal Commission strengthens affected coal regions
The Commission for Growth, Structural Change and Emp-
loyment (KWSB) backed up the political decision-making 
process. The German government had set up the body in 
2018, primarily to ensure that the coal phase-out was imple-
mented in a socially responsible manner. In January 2019 
the KWSB, colloquially also known as the Coal Commission, 
submitted its final report. That report served as the basis for 
the decisions on the phase-out of coal-fired power genera-
tion. Above all, the economies of the coal regions affected 
are to be strengthened in the coming years: “We want to 
remain a competitive industrialized country in the future. In 
doing so, we will achieve all of our climate policy goals,” said 
Peter Altmaier, Federal Minister of Economics and Energy, 
explaining this step. To this end, the Federal Government 
promises to assist the Rhineland mining area and the East 
German lignite regions in Central Germany and Lusatia with 
up to 40 billion euros by 2038. Structurally weak communi-
ties with coal-fired power plants will be supported with one 
billion euros. 

Phase-out planned in stages
For the operators of coal-fired power plants in Germany, 
this now means that all plants should be off the grid by 
2038 at the latest. From 2020 onwards, the hard coal 
and lignite power plants will be shut down step by step. 
By 2022, the share of coal-fired power plant capacity is 
to be reduced to 15 gigawatts (GW) each of lignite and 
hard coal. Further reductions to a capacity of 9 GW (lignite) 
and 8 GW (hard coal) are planned by 2030. For this pur-
pose, starting in 2020, hard coal-fired power plants will be 
decommissioned by means of a tendering process, which 
is planned to continue until 2027. In plain language, this 
means that anyone who shuts down their plant will receive 
financial compensation for doing so. The operator who 
demands the lowest amount will be awarded the contract. 
After 2027, only legally ordered shutdowns without com-
pensation are planned for the hard coal sector. ►►►

The Paris Climate Agreement enters into force

The KWSB is deployed

The KWSB presents its final report in January

The KVBG comes into force in the middle of the year
Annual coal plant closure compensation tenders start

The share of hard coal capacity drops to approx. 15 GW

Regulatory protection of tenders

Examination of whether coal-fired power generation  
can be terminated prematurely
Coal plant closure compensation tenders end

Coal plant closures via regulatory law only

Examination of whether coal-fired power generation  
can be terminated prematurely
The share of hard coal capacity drops to approx. 8 GW

Examination of whether coal-fired power generation  
can be terminated prematurely

Possible end date for coal-fired power generation in Germany

Latest end date for coal-fired power generation in Germany

The Paris Climate Agreement
The Paris Climate Agreement was adopted at the 
United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP 
21) in Paris in December 2015. Within the frame-
work of this agreement, almost all the countries of 
the world declared their willingness to take action 
against climate change and to achieve greenhouse 
gas neutrality worldwide in the second half of the 
21st century. For example, the EU’s climate protec-
tion contribution (NDC) is aimed at reducing green-
house gas emissions by at least 40 percent by 
2030 compared to 1990 levels. In addition, the glo-
bal temperature rise compared to the pre-indus-
trial age is to be limited to well below 2 °C, ideally 
to 1.5 °C.  

The Act on the Termination of Power Genera-
tion from Coal (KVBG)
The Act on the Reduction and Termination of Power 
Generation from Coal regulates the phase-out of 
hard coal and lignite-fired power generation in Ger-
many by 2038. It came into force on August 14, 
2020 and is based in large part on the final report of 
the Commission for Growth, Structural Change and 
Employment (KWSB). The aim is to phase out the 
generation of electrical energy from coal in a socially 
acceptable and gradual manner. It thus contributes 
to meeting the EU’s climate targets as an essential 
part of the commitments to the Paris Agreement.

The Commission for Growth, Structural 
Change and Employment (KWSB)
In order to achieve the national climate targets by 
2030 and beyond, the German government adop-
ted the 2050 Climate Protection Plan for Germany 
in November 2016. This sets targets for all major 
emission sectors so that Germany can reduce 
its greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55 per-
cent by 2030 in relation to 1990. With the Fede-
ral Climate Protection Act passed at the end of 
2019, these so-called sector targets were finally 
laid down in law. For the energy industry, the target 
is as high as 61 to 62 percent compared to 1990. 
The implementation of these targets will also acce-
lerate structural change in many regions – especi-
ally in the field of power generation. In order to back 
up this process, the German government set up 
the Commission on Growth, Structural Change and 
Employment, or KWSB for short, in 2018.

“The coal phase-out comes as no surprise. We are prepared  
and have consistently aligned our corporate strategy to changes in  
the energy sector.”
Dr. Kai Roger Lobo, Deputy Head of the Berlin Office, STEAG GmbH
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STEAG criticizes method of implementation
The first auction round was launched on September 1: 4,000 megawatts (MW) of hard coal-fired 
power plant capacity was put out to tender and is to be taken off the grid as early as the end of 2020. 
STEAG also took part in the auction. In the first round, the power plant operators bidding are permit-
ted to demand a maximum of 165,000 euros compensation per MW. The Federal Network Agency 
is expected to announce who will be awarded the contract until December 1. A total of eight auction 
rounds have been initially scheduled. Hard coal-fired power plants that have not participated in any of 
these bidding procedures by 2027 will then be threatened with shutdown without compensation. Only 
power plant operators who convert their plants to gas, e.g. under the terms of the Combined Heat and 
Power Act (KWKG), will escape this step. Federal subsidies are also earmarked for this. There are also 
plans to introduce a hardship clause applicable to relatively new hard coal-fired power plants which 

came into operation since 2010, which is still to be firmed up. While hard coal-fired power plants will 
therefore have to compete with each other in decommissioning tenders and later even decommissio-
ning without compensation is planned, the operators of lignite-fired power plants have been promised 
direct compensation without bidding procedures. STEAG has in particular filed an emergency appeal 
with the Federal Constitutional Court against this unequal treatment of lignite and hard coal-fired power 
plant operators – but ultimately the appeal was rejected on account of STEAG’s municipal shareholder 
structure, without any consideration of the case. “The decision of the Federal Constitutional Court is a 
bitter disappointment for STEAG,” says Joachim Rumstadt, Chairman of STEAG’s Board of Manage-
ment. “We accept the political will to do without coal as a source of energy in Germany in the future. 
However, we criticize the inadequate way in which the coal phase-out is being implemented,” he emp-
hasizes. From 2028 onwards, hard coal closures will ultimately only be carried out by means of regula-
tory law. In addition, the German government wants to examine in 2026, 2029 and 2032 whether the 
coal phase-out can be brought forward to 2035 or even earlier.

Supply of fly ash and coal slag secured for years
The coal phase-out has implications not only for the future of power generation, but also for ancillary 
industries such as the marketing of power plant by-products. “We have been anticipating these chan-
ges in the energy sector for some time now and are strategically aligning our business to meet the 
challenges of the future,” says Nils Jansen, Head of the Power Plant By-products Division at STEAG 
Power Minerals. STEAG Power Minerals will therefore be in a position to supply its customers with fly 
ash from German power plants for many years to come. In fact, the situation at the remaining sites 
should actually improve: “We expect less volatility or production fluctuations there over the course of 
the year,” says Jansen.

The blasting abrasives division at STEAG Power Minerals has also set the course for the future: “In 
a first step, we have secured the availability of existing coal slag sources in Germany. At present we 
can still draw on significant quantities of fresh coal slag from two German coal-fired power plants. 
We have signed an exclusive contract for the majority of these for the coming years,” says Marcus 
Klenke, Head of the Blasting Abrasives Division at STEAG Power Minerals. In addition, for many 
years every ton that was not needed for production was kept on stock. As a result of these measu-
res, sufficient quantities are available for the production of abrasives. STEAG Power Minerals is also 
already preparing to offer sustainable alternatives. For example, in 2022 an abrasive manufactured 
with lava sand will be available on the market (see also pages 12-13). “In any case, we are well pre-
pared for the challenges of the energy transition and can supply our customers with high-quality 
concrete additives and abrasives in the long term,” says Andreas Hugot from the Managing Board 
of STEAG Power Minerals. ■

“We have been anticipating 
these changes in the energy 
sector for some time now 
and are strategically aligning 
our business to meet the 
challenges of the future.”
Nils Jansen, Head of Power Plant By-products  
Division, STEAG Power Minerals

“ In a first step, we have secured 
the availability of existing coal 
slag sources in Germany. [...]
We have signed an exclusive 
contract for the majority of these 
for the coming years.”
Marcus Klenke, Head of the Blasting Abrasives  
Division, STEAG Power Minerals

A STATEMENT:
What the heads of the business units Power Plant  
By-Products and Blasting Abrasives have to say about  
the consequences under the Act on the Termination of  
Power Generation from Coal (KVBG):
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“After almost 10 years of intense searching, we have now 
found an input material that we consider to be a suitable 
successor to coal slag for the coming decades,” says 
Marco David, Deputy Head of Sales Abrasives at STEAG 
Power Minerals. Manufactured with Icelandic lava sand, 
ASILIKOS lava will be the successor of the blasting agent 
ASILIKOS made of melting chamber granulate, which has 
been tried and tested since the 1960s. The lava sand is 
a basalt, or to be more precise a low-silica magma rock 
of volcanic origin. Due to the comparable properties and 
performance of the two products, there will be a smooth 
transition from mixed products to an abrasive consisting of 
100% lava sand in the first few years. The miles of beaches 
on Iceland's south coast around Vík í Mýrdal boast large 
deposits of the material. The mining rights are held by the 
local company LavaConcept, with whom STEAG Power 
Minerals is closely cooperating.

LavaConcept is a strong partner

“Sustainable management is very important to us. Our lava 
sand is a raw material that is constantly renewing itself 
due to the volcanic activity and geological peculiarities here 

in the region,” Victor Berg Guðmundsson, Shareholder in 
LavaConcept Iceland ehf., explains. It is therefore used in 
a wide range of applications, for example as modern stone 
flooring and as a natural façade cladding, and wellness fans 
will also have come across it in hot stone massage. The 
use as an abrasive all over the world is particularly exciting 
and promising for LavaConcept: “We are very pleased to 
have found in STEAG Power Minerals a partner who, on 
the one hand, knows more about abrasives than almost 
anyone else and, on the other hand, shares our values and 
ideas on various levels: from the approach to projects to 
cooperation in dealing with each other and appreciation of 
that partnership and of nature,” says Guðmundsson.

Cooperation with the Technical University of Aachen

STEAG Power Minerals verified the excellent suitability of 
Icelandic lava sand as an alternative to coal slag together 
with the Geological Institute at the Technical University of 
Aachen. “In an exclusion process we subjected other areas 
in Europe with similar raw material suitability to a detailed 
comparison, and were able to establish that the Icelandic 
lava sand showed the best suitability of all tested lava rocks,”  

Prof. Dr. Peter Kukla, University Professor and Director 
of the Geological Institute at the Technical University of 
Aachen explains. The continuous action of the surf and 
the strong glaciation pre-sort the lava sand by natural 
means. Due to the volcanic origin and the movements of 
the material in the past, the lava sand has a high natural 
abrasiveness. In addition, STEAG Power Minerals pre-
screens and prepares the lava sand on site in Iceland 
to remove salts from the material as required by the 
standards. The natural raw material also scores well in 
terms of recycling and disposal.

Marketplace challenges excellently managed

“The introduction of our new product in the abrasives 
business segment is a great success and the result of 
intensive cooperation between all parties involved over the 
past years,” remarks Andreas Hugot, Managing Director 
of STEAG Power Minerals. “We are proud that our team 
here is proving that we can reinvent ourselves under our 
own steam despite the major challenges posed by the 
market, and we are confident that we will also succeed 
in doing so in our power plant by-products segment.” ■

Lava sand:  
the blasting abrasive 
of the future
Powerful, versatile and natural: STEAG Power Minerals 
proudly presents the next generation of blasting abrasives. 
Icelandic lava sand of volcanic origin is the raw material  
in the new product ASILIKOS lava that will be available on 
the market in 2022.

Natural
product from
renewable
sources

Successful test run with customers 

A test quantity of 1,000 metric tons of lava 
sand was mined on the beach in spring 2017, 
transported by ship, and processed to blasting 
abrasive in a trial production run in the Lünen 
blasting abrasive plant. The entire tonnage was 
produced and packed in a three-day test run. 
Selected customers subsequently used the 
material for all common applications in blasting 
tests. The results were more than satisfactory. A 
majority of test customers found the new material 
to yield good to very good results in terms of 
handling, performance and blasting pattern, in 
both steel and other applications. Barely any 
difference in quality was apparent in relation to 
the STEAG Power Minerals products ASILIKOS 
and ASILIT.

Spring 2019 – Visiting LavaConcept Iceland ehf in Iceland
Left to right: Julian Hälker (STEAG Power Minerals), Victor Berg Guðmundsson 
and Páll Tómasson (both shareholders in LavaConcept Iceland ehf.),  
Marco David (STEAG Power Minerals), Marcus Klenke (STEAG Power Minerals),  
Jóhann Vignir Hróbjartsson (shareholder in LavaConcept Iceland ehf.),  
Andreas Hugot (Managing Director of STEAG Power Minerals) 
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Fly ash from  
Iskenderun
STEAG Power Minerals is currently tapping into a new source of fly ash: 
STEAG’s hard coal fired power plant in Iskenderun, Turkey, will supply large 
quantities in the future, primarily to international customers.

The Iskenderun hard coal fired power plant in the southeast 
of Turkey is one of STEAG’s showpiece projects: As the lar-
gest of the Group’s power plants, with two generating units 
and output of more than 1,200 megawatts, it went on grid 
in 2003 and supplies electricity to the Adana province in the 
southeast of the country. Fly ash has also been marketed 
as a power plant by-product, but so far only locally. This is 
set to change: STEAG Power Minerals is going to export 
the material and market it internationally.

Long-term cooperation
“We are delighted that we have succeeded in agreeing a 
long-term contract with our Turkish partners at ISKEN,” 
says Dennis Pannen from International Sales at STEAG 
Power Minerals.

First deliveries successfully shipped
Shipping of fly ash from Iskenderun began in May, and 
around 25,000 metric tons have already gone to mar-
ket. “These first deliveries met with a positive response all 
round,” says Pannen. The fly ash from Iskenderun is cur-
rently going through the REACH registration procedure for 
the European market. This will classify the material as a pro-
duct for use in the EU and enable many of STEAG Power 
Minerals’ customers to be supplied to in the future. The 
Iskenderun fly ash already complies with EN 450, which 
is standard. STEAG Power Minerals will also be offering 
REACH registration as a new service in future, so demon-
strating in-house expertise. ■

“We look forward to a successful cooperation with our Turkish 
partners at ISKEN. With the fly ash from Turkey, 
we want to secure the best possible level of 
supply in the long term.”
Dennis Pannen, International Sales, STEAG Power Minerals
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What do you find particularly stimulating about the management  
expert’s profile?

You have a good overview of the sub-disciplines of business administration that are part of 
the tools of middle and upper management. These include cost accounting, annual finan-
cial statement and balance sheet analysis, strategic management, personnel manage-
ment, corporate management and also marketing.

1

What new skills have you been able to learn through the training?
Above all, I was able to deepen my existing knowledge and skills in the disciplines 

mentioned, because the advanced training to become a Master Professional of Business 
Management (CCI) builds on the training to become a Bachelor Professional of Business 
(CCI). Above all, however, I was able to improve my skills in the subject of foreign trade, 
which fits in particularly well with my language skills in Russian, French, English and German.

2

How will you be able to use these skills in your everyday work?
I am well prepared for the future requirements of my field of work. For example, I can 

now better understand business decisions, and I can also prepare them better. ■
3

3questions 
for... 

ALEX  
GRUBER 
Materials Flow Management 
department at Powerment

16 1716 17
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Alex Gruber is ambitious: The 34 year-old
materials flow manager at Powerment has
already acquired a vocational qualification in
business management – and is taking the next
hurdle with an extra-occupational master‘s
degree at a French elite university.

Alex Gruber has been working in the Materials Flow Management department at Powerment 
since October 2015. There, the 34 year-old is responsible, among other things, for the 
economically optimum recovery of construction materials from power plants and supply 
to customers, preparation of annual sales and production plans, calculation of the stock 
turnover and for various profitability calculations as a basis for management decisions. In 
the last 2 years Alex Gruber has taken on a new challenge: His further training as a Mas-
ter Professional of Business Management (CCI) qualifies him for future management tasks 
on the middle and upper management levels. The new qualification builds on the Cham-
ber of Commerce examination as a Bachelor Professional of Business (CCI) which he had 
already achieved. With the Master Professional of Business Management (CCI) qualifica-
tion, the materials flow manager has now climbed the next and highest level of the IHK 
advanced training examinations. But that’s by no means all: With his new qualification, he 
applied to study in France and was admitted for the part-time Master of Business Admi-
nistration course in Paris.

CONNECTED



Straight from the  
train to the truck
Dry fly ash on the rails was always something out of the 
ordinary, as emptying the powder wagons is a real challenge. 
STEAG Power Minerals has mastered direct transfer from rail 
wagons to road vehicles both in tests and in practice.

Material flow in the port reversed
In Herne, finally, the unloading of the fly ash from Opole was tested.  
“To do that, we used the ship loading technology in Herne’s western port 
and practically reversed the material flow,” Hans Hermann explains. Nor-
mally, fly ash is first pumped into a storage silo and then reloaded. STEAG 
Power Minerals has also tested whether direct transshipment from rail 
wagons to silo trucks is also effectively possible without external air and 
with low dust emissions. In this process, the truck’s on-board compres-
sor pumps up the air in the rail wagon to around two bars and loads itself 
directly from the chamber of the rail wagon. “In fact, it has been shown 
that this method takes much less time than temporary storage,” says  
Dr. Hermann.

Direct transshipment successfully tested
The test train consisted of old-style silo wagons, each with four individual 
chambers on a chassis with four axles and around 50 metric tons of fly 
ash per wagon. The wagon was supplied with compressed air through a 
central connection, but each chamber had to be emptied separately. In 
the subsequent direct reloading, short hoses of five meters in length were 
used. The conveying air from the on-board compressor on a truck was 
absolutely sufficient to fill up to two trucks simultaneously from one rail 
wagon. After the test train, further trains were successfully processed in 
direct transshipment at the inland harbor of Lünen. Since trucks can dock 
directly onto the train in Lünen, three vehicles could be loaded simulta-
neously. “In view of the shunting and site operating times, it was possi-
ble to load the trains arriving in Lünen within 48 hours,” says the head of 
logistics at STEAG Power Minerals.

Special couplings reduce pressure
The greatest problem in the first direct transshipment test was the neces-
sary pressure relief from the emptied rail wagon. To optimize the unloa-
ding process, STEAG Power Minerals had special couplings built. These 
allow the material conveying on the rail wagon to be shut off at any time 
and the wagon to be depressurized at the end of unloading. Before loa-
ding of the trucks was started, one of these couplings was attached to 
each material line and the shut-off valves were closed. Loading started by 
opening the shut-off valves, which were closed again when loading was 
completed. Then, the conveying line to the truck was disconnected and 
in its place a dust bag was attached to a flange, through which the resi-
dual air loaded with dust could escape from the rail wagon.
In comparison with the first test train, which only achieved a total hand-
ling capacity of around 30 metric tons per hour, STEAG Power Minerals 
achieved an average of around 50 tons per hour for the handling of the 
entire train by direct loading with special shut-off couplings. “After deduc-
ting distribution and handling times for the assembly and disassembly 
of hoses, the pure blow-out capacity from the train to the truck is now 
around 75 metric tons per hour,” Dr. Hans Hermann summarizes. ■

“At the start of 2020, STEAG Power Minerals was given the first opportunity to obtain a batch of 
fly ash from the new units of the Opole power plant in Poland. We took advantage of this opportu-
nity even though we were aware that emptying the wagons could be a challenge,” says Dr. Hans  
Hermann, Head of Logistics at STEAG Power Minerals. These rail-based silos consist of one or more 
chambers that are loaded from above and emptied using compressed air at the destination. Newer 
designs now have built-in air systems to loosen the fly ash for removal from the wagon. In addition, all 
the individual containers in the wagon can be emptied together through a single line.

75 metric 
tons per hour*

*pure blow-out capacity 
from the train to the truck

Special couplings assist in discharging: 
They enable the material transport 
on the rail wagon to be shut off and 
subsequently depressurized once the 
unloading of the wagons is finished.
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Being brave 
together
Children’s fears take many forms: Starting with a  
ride on a ghost train, and ranging up to the effects of the  
corona pandemic. The new play “Mut proben” (Rehearsing 
Courage) by the children’s club of the Burghofbühne theater in 
Dinslaken deals with fear and all its facets, but above all with  
the subject of courage. This year’s production is again  
supported by STEAG Power Minerals.

“When the Burghofbühne children’s club in Dinslaken began rehearsals on the topic of 
“Being Brave” in the summer of 2019, it was not yet clear how the theme would change 
in the course of time,” recalls theater teacher Riccarda Tomberg. Under her guidance, the 
six participants asked themselves when they were courageous and what courage actually 
meant.

Children’s fears have changed
It soon became clear that courage and fear are closely related. The questions of what we 
are actually afraid of and how we can overcome these fears soon became the focus of the 
children’s attention. At the beginning of the rehearsals, the fear of the future in times of the 
corona pandemic grew from month to month, while the everyday fears children have, such 
as a ride on a ghost train, were still commonplace. “The jointly developed play “Mut proben” 
(Rehearsing Courage) deals precisely with this transformation of fear and inspires children to 
face their fears and be courageous,” says Tomberg.

Jury awards prize for best inspirational object
For example, the production focuses on a visit to a fortune teller who predicts bad times for 
two girls in the future and charges 20 euros for doing so. The classic ghost train ride with 
knife-wielding horror figures also finds a place in the play. However, it also goes on a search 
for things that can give children courage. This is followed by a scene reminiscent of the TV 
show “The Lions’ Den”: a jury is to award a prize for the most encouraging object. Three 
objects are presented which are supposed to help overcome fear. First, there is the “Daring 
Döner”. The second is a pair of glasses that gives the wearer super powers and makes 
them immune to the coronavirus. The third is a cloak that allows you to always be dressed 
appropriately or to turn into a statue in unpleasant situations. At the end, the prize goes to 
the inventors of the cloak. They claim to want to donate it. But in the end they prefer to frit-
ter away their winnings in the ghost train, because with their cloak they are no longer afraid.

Confidence during lockdown 
At the end of the play, the focus shifts to the fear of the coronavirus pandemic. What encou-
raged the children during lockdown and gave them hope for the future? Pets that stood 
by the children during that difficult time are mentioned. And the prospect of being able to 
meet up with friends again soon also made them confident. A lot of little things provided the 
necessary courage to keep going. One thing was made clear by the children’s club’ per-
formance: we are all afraid and it takes courage to overcome it. “But it is definitely easier to 
be brave together with others,” as the drama teacher summarizes. Finally, the participants 
also put their courage to the test together when they confidently presented their self-crea-
ted play at the Tenterhof theater.
The children’s club at the Burghofbühne Dinslaken is part of the Bürgerbühne, in which ever-
yone from Dinslaken and the surrounding area can take an active part. In the children’s club, 
young theater fans between eight and twelve years of age have the opportunity to take their 
first steps in the spotlight and try their hand at theater. STEAG Power Minerals has been 
supporting this project for several years. ■

“When the Burghofbühne children’s club in 
Dinslaken began rehearsals on the topic of 
“Being Brave” in the summer of 2019, it was not yet clear 
how the theme would change in the course of time.”
Riccarda Tomberg, theater teacher of the children’s club at the Burghofbühne
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“Change is part of our corporate DNA,” says 
Joachim Rumstadt, Chairman of STEAG’s Board 
of Management. STEAG set out many years ago 
to develop new business areas and growth mar-
kets beyond its core business of coal-fired power 
generation. “Thanks to the technical and energy 
management expertise we have acquired in more 
than 80 years, we are well on the way to achie-
ving this goal,” says the Chairman of STEAG.

STEAG Solar Energy Solutions GmbH (SENS) for 
example, an experienced and international pro-
ject developer in the field of photovoltaics, has 
been part of the group for more than a year. “In 

STEAG is undergoing change – but remaining true to itself

In the course of its more than 80-year history, STEAG has  
transformed itself, adapted itself and developed itself again  
and again. Now, the company is once again undergoing a  
process of transformation, as conditions in the energy industry  
are constantly changing.

the coming three years, we will have exceeded 
the threshold of one gigawatt of installed plant 
capacity in each of Spain and Italy,” says SENS 
Managing Director André Kremer. 

STEAG has also made shrewd and forward- 
looking acquisitions in other areas: In the form of 
the Aachen-based waste air specialist Krantz, the 
energy company in Essen has expanded its ser-
vice portfolio just as systematically as it recently 
did by founding a joint sales company with the 
Bochum-based compressed air specialist Uhl.
STEAG is also actively involved in the field of hyd-
rogen. For example, the company has designed a 

“HydroHub” at the Völklingen-Fenne power plant 
site in Saarland. There, the company intends to 
make a contribution to successful energy integra-
tion. “If we succeed in shifting energy as efficiently 
as possible and with only low losses between 
sectors of power generation, industry, mobility 
and the heating market in response to demand, 
that is a significant step towards a successful 
energy transition,” explains Philipp Brammen, 
Project Manager of the HydroHub at STEAG.

STEAG is also developing a wide range of activi-
ties in the field of heating supply and waste heat 
utilization. In Saarland, STEAG recently initiated 

a project to tap the future waste heat potential 
of the Velsen waste-to-energy plant and make it 
available for regional district heating supply.

At the same time, STEAG has also been success-
ful in the latest Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 
tender: Half of the total CHP plant capacity awar-
ded by the Federal Network Agency is accounted 
for by STEAG projects in Saarland and Thurin-
gia. “We are upgrading and expanding our capa-
city here in the area of distributed heating supply, 
thus saving resources and protecting the environ-
ment,” says Thomas Billotet, Managing Director 
of STEAG New Energies in Saarbrücken. ►►►

Realignment  
proceeding apace

“STEAG stands for technical expertise,  
economic efficiency and responsible use  
of resources and the environment.”
Joachim Rumstadt, Chairman of STEAG’s Board of Management

H2
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Similar measures are currently being taken at the Herne power plant site. There, STEAG is currently 
building one of the most modern combined cycle power plants in the world. The new power plant will 
replace the existing coal-fired power plant and will also supply heat to the existing district heating net-
work in the central Ruhr area.

The “Steam” project in nearby Gelsenkirchen is of a similar size. There, STEAG has developed a tech-
nical solution for BP to tap the previously unused energy potential of refinery gases and thus become 
both economically and ecologically more efficient. “STEAG stands for technical expertise, economic 
efficiency and responsible use of resources and the environment,” says Joachim Rumstadt. The follo-
wing figures also prove this. Measured against the company’s CO2 emissions in 1990, STEAG reduced 
its own emissions of climate-damaging waste gases by no less than 79 percent by the end of 2019. 
“This puts STEAG well ahead of the savings targets, both in terms of time and quantity, to which the 
Federal Republic of Germany has committed itself, for example, under the international climate pro-
tection agreement,” says Jörg Nierhaus, Chief Compliance Officer at STEAG, making the dimensions 
clear. A further reduction in the company’s own CO2 emissions is foreseeable as a result of the German 
Act on the Termination of Power Generation from Coal (KVBG) – as is the associated loss of around 
1,000 jobs. However, it is currently not yet possible to say when which power plant will be taken off 
the grid, as the legally adopted decommissioning procedure for coal-fired power plants does not pro-
vide for a fixed timetable.

STEAG is aware of its responsibility for the employees affected: “We are striving to achieve the fairest 
possible and most socially acceptable job cuts,” emphasizes HR Director Dr. Andreas Reichel, a mem-
ber of the STEAG Board of Management.

In parallel with the exit from the coal-based power industry, STEAG is also pressing ahead with its 
realignment to the industrial fields of the future. STEAG’s new structure is to be implemented at the 
beginning of the 2022 business year. “We are convinced that the new set-up will make us more suc-
cessful and at the same time more attractive to new investors,” says Joachim Rumstadt. ■

New power in Herne:  
One the world’s most modern CCGT power plants is currently under construction here.

A contribution to the mobility of 
tomorrow: STEAG successfully  
couples sectors.

STEAG Solar Energy Solutions 
GmbH (SENS) is an experienced 
and internationally operating  
project developer in the 
photovoltaic sector.
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Congratulations!
In the last issue, we asked you to solve  
the sudoku and send us the result.  

The correct answer was 21! 

The following winner was drawn from all  
correct entries: 

Ralf Linden – congratulations!  
Enjoy your new all-in-one Grundig internet radio.Solve the word search puzzle and send the word that’s  

missing in the grid to gewinnspiel@steag.com under  
the heading “Gewinnspiel”.  
Last date for entries: 31st April 2021

All participants who send in 
correct answers will be entered 
into a draw for an AIRY TRUE 
WIRELESS in-ear head-
phone set from Teufel.
Have fun solving the puzzle  
and good luck in the draw.*

* The judges’ decision is final. Employees of the STEAG Power Minerals Group and their family members may not take part.  
By entering the competition, the participant agrees that in the event of winning, his / her name will be published in the SEGMENT magazine.

A C L I F G E E H S T W J O D

R I A T E A B T T S K C U F P

B N V S T C O U R A G E U B E

E I A D S F Z K A I P U V Z R

T I S K E N D E R U N G E J C

R T A O K I E H G O A I H I O

Y I N T R U G U I Z W U R K M

I A D V A K A M U O M T E D M

T L I K U L R A W N O E A R I

P E P O W E R M E N T J L I S

R L H H I L T A N A Y H I K S

K E O R A D E A T B R A G T I

U I T E E S N C E R O E N I O

N S O G C H S E H A E N M E N

K T V U S A T N O P O L E R A

V W O L O L L S E A U W N T W

N O L A U Z U W A N F I T S I

E H T R R C H T B D A B U O S

A U A T F U T U R E I L N I S

K L I O U S I N H M A C G T E

N I C R E F F I C I E N C Y Z

I E S Y S Y H O S C G R H W I

COMMISSION

COURAGE

EFFICIENCY

FUTURE

ISKENDERUN

ICELAND

LAVA SAND

REALIGNMENT

REGULARTORY

OPOLE

PANDEMIC

PHOTOVOLTAICS

POWERMENT

Which word or  
term is missing  
in the word  
search puzzle?

Something’s
missing here...!

IT’S WORTH YOUR  
WHILE TAKING PART:

INTERACTIVE
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INTERACTIVE

What more is there to say about this year?
I mean, listen! “Coronavirus pandemic” as worst word of the year! Coronavirus this, coronavirus 
that, face mask rules, social distancing rules, contact restrictions ... though they’re not such a bad 
thing here and there, if you ask me. If it means I don’t have to get myself off my beloved couch to 
go and see my parents-in-law ... And nothing my wife can do about it. Not a chance! “Sorry hon’, 
that’s the rules... we’ve all gotta stick to ‘em.”
But joking apart: I think we’re all just about sick and tired of it.
FOR CRYING OUT LOUD, YOU STUPID VIRUS: DO WHAT COAL DID AND JUST GET OUTTA 
HERE! D’YA HEAR ME?
Speaking of which: The boys and girls at STEAG Power Minerals have come up with some 
cracking plans for the coal-free future. It certainly never gets boring with them around.
But for now... Look after yourselves, stay healthy and don’t let things get you down. 
Together, we’ll come out of it stronger, you mark my words. And then we can hit the town!
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